
Match Report 22nd  January 2022 
 
FRFC 5-20 Old Centralians  
Another what if for the Badgers who had their best game defensively against a very good 
and strong running OCRFC. There is still some work to do to improve our attacking play, 
and more so the decision making and the territorial game plan, but with the unbelievable 
togetherness of the squad we are confident that we can and will be Glos One team next 
season. 
With late illness to Morgan Davies Revive Commercial Services Ltd and an injury in the 
warm up to prop Guy Livermore (Joe Holness PLC) saw a reshuffle just before KO. 
Dan Pearce (unsponsored) came on to the flank, Jacob Matthews Fairford Junior Rugby Club 
moved from flank up to prop and the old timer Ants Little Little's Private Hire came on to 
the bench. 
The first 30 minutes saw the visitors have the majority of possession and territory whilst 
the Badgers dominated the collision and defended as a tight and impressive unit. 
On the 30th minute a high tackle by Fairford fullback Harri Cummings AdventureRooms 
Cardiff saw him take a deserved 10 minutes in the bin. 
34 mins - OCRFC took advantage of the extra man and opened the scoring with a try out 
wide, unconverted. 0-5. 
38 mins - an injury to Jake Page-Maskall @A & L Builders, saw Gareth Bowman Wayne 
Sealey Plumbing & Heating return after a few weeks out. 
HT 0-5 
57 mins - the opposition extended the lead with a lineout catch and drive, unconverted. 0-
10. 
58 mins - Kenny Robins Barbury barbershop is replaced by Guy Livermore. 
67 mins - 20 yard run in outside sees the visitors extend their lead, try unconverted. 0-15. 
75 mins - continued pressure from FRFC saw Gareth Bowman recieve a pass in space to 
gallop home and score from 30 metres. Unconverted. 5-15. 
78 mins. The visitors gained their bonus point win with a try in the corner, again 
unconverted. 5-20. 
Final score FRFC 5-20 OCRFC. 
Some notable performances from wingers Joseph Tuitoga (unsponsored) and Michael 
Wrona Premier Leasing & Finance Ltd and front row members Ben Goodey The 
Conditioning Club and Jacob Matthews. 
Harry Stainton Digerati had his best game in a Fairford shirt at 10, proving braveness in 
defence whilst communicating excellently. 

Keelan Little R & R Tools and Fixings Ltd. was rightfully 
named man of the match with yet another unbelievable 
performance in both defence and attack. 
Donkey of the day went to Harri Cummings and Gareth 
Bowman for a yellow card and air kick respectively. 
Thankyou to all those helping on the side lines and in the 
bar and a huge high 5 to the Green Army who continue to 
follow us through thick and thin. 
 


